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Speaker: Hoss Pratt 
 
Title:  The Ultimate Listing Presentation Step By Step. 
 
Free gift: Live Listing Presentation Video. See what a successful listing presentation 

 looks like.  (video)  www.AgentSuccessSummit.com/HossGift 
 
Listing presentation mistakes:  not a qualified appointment, winging the presentation, losing control 
of the appointment, not positioned from the start as unique expert, selling and talking too much 
(instead, ask more questions). 
 
The 4 STEPS to the Ultimate Listing Presentation:  (hint:  one step at a time – in order) 
 
Step 1:  Build Rapport.  Starts on drive over, getting into prime state.  Energy when exit car.  Going 
on stage.  Walk up with confidence.  Be positive.  Looks for conversation starters (flags, Harleys, 
bumper stickers, neighborhood).  “It’s an absolute pleasure to finally meet you.”  Firm handshake, 
look in eye, smile.  “May I set my things down at the kitchen table?” Embedding ideas.  Take 
control.  “Who wants to give me the grand tour?”  Walk around … and build rapport.  FORD (family, 
occupation, recreation, dreams).   Find common ground.  Don’t be enthusiastic about home.  Create 
some doubt.  Transition, go back to kitchen table and say: “May I please have a glass of water?” 
 
Step 2:  Review.  Setting the sellers expectations. Review where they want to move and the 
timeline.  “Tell me what you want to do?  Tell me where you want to go?”  Listen.  Dig deep.  Find 
out goals and aspirations. Sitting position at table for cooperation, not opposition.  Be in middle.  Sit 
on end of table (power position).  “After this appointment there’s a good chance that we may or 
may not do business together because I do turn down more listings than I take.  But I promise you 
this, after this appointment you are going to be more educated on the process of what you need to 
do to successfully get this property sold and where you want to go from here.  Because you’d agree 
with me, right, the last thing you want is your property expiring (again). Would you agree?”  Create 
authority and scarcity. “Do you have any questions before we begin?”   
 
Step 3:  Results.  Show WHY you get results.  Why sell faster?  For more?  Give statistics, examples, 
and testimonials.  Results are NOT based on you, but the TOOLS you use to deliver the results.  
“Great, let me show you how we can accomplish your goal.”  Introduce the TEAM, their roles, and 
how they help the seller win.  The PROOF through statistics and facts (homes listed to sold ratio, list 
to sales price ratio, and number of homes sold).  TESTIMONIALS back up proof (need at least 10).  
Look for similar stories.  Your REASONS are your tangible programs and systems.  What do you do 
differently than all the other agents to get a home sold? Have 5 marketing arsenal (89 point 
marketing plan, trade up program, coming soon listing program, smart seller program, performance 
guarantees, drone photography, pool of buyers, and the easy exit listing).  
 
Step 4: Pricing Reality. “Now the question is not if my marketing is effective in getting homes sold 
the fastest and for the most amount of money.  The question is: Are you going to list your home at a 
price that allows my marketing to work? Allow me to explain.”  Mistake to position pricing as you 
versus them (you’ll lose).  “Listen, pricing is not my opinion.  This is the market’s opinion.  This is the 
reality of the market.”  Remember, price sells homes.  Marketing only gains exposure.  Have data 
ammunition (information and proof).  3rd party reports (Focus First, Real Market Reports, Broker 
Matrix, Altos).  Assume the sale.  “Do you have any questions before we begin the paperwork?” 
After paperwork is signed, explain the process.  “Here’s what happens next …” 


